Manhattan Beach Music Coalition
Position Paper - MBMS Bell Schedule
Conflict Between the Bell Schedule and the District’s
Obligation to Provide a Well Rounded Education
On February 16th, the Manhattan Beach Music Coalition published a full Position Paper on the MBMS
Bell Schedule. That document can be found at:
https://mbmusiccoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/MBMS-Schedule-Position-Paper-Final.pdf
Because our in-depth look at the issues surrounding the MBMS Bell Schedule was lengthy, each core
aspect of the paper is being made available in shorter, stand alone excerpts. Below you will find the
discussion of the Conflict Between the Bell Schedule and the District’s Obligation to Provide a Well
Rounded Education. To read the excerpt on Workable Alternatives to the Proposed Bell Schedule or
Impact on Social, Emotional Learning and Electives, go to MBMusicCoalition.org, select “Parent
Resources” and go to “Position Papers” on the “Resources” tab.

Summary of MB Music Coalition’s Position
For all the perceived and stated priorities that are potentially improved by the proposed MBMS bell
schedules, the overall detriment to the district curriculum far exceeds any benefit that has been touted
by the administration. It is undisputed that the proposed MBMS bell schedules would eliminate essential
access to electives. Therefore, any laudable benefits come at too great a price. None of the potential
costs – financial, social or educational – have been analyzed, rendering the promised savings nothing
more than theoretical. Most problematically, the overall wellness of the student population is
improperly ignored. While the current bell schedule has its issues, neither proposed schedule addresses
these deficiencies in an acceptable way. At the same time, alternative schedules that do have the
potential to meet all stated needs were apparently never considered. Any solution must bring the
positive revisions without sacrificing the good things that already exist at MBMS. For these reasons, we
are compelled to conclude that both proposed bell schedules are fatally flawed, and should not be
adopted by the District because they are not right for our community, as a whole, or for MBMS students,
in particular.
Furthermore, our recommendation is for the formation of a more robust and representative committee
that will look at the issue afresh, and take into account the perspectives of all impacted parties
(including administrators, teachers, parents and students), consider alternative structures that would
meet all needs, and incorporate into the effort the impact of the imminent, state-imposed later start
times for the high school. This newly formed, representative effort should be able to arrive at an
informed, equitable solution that addresses all needs.

Fortunately, the opportunity exists to include all stakeholders and still reach a relatively timely
resolution. The combination of the impact of SB 328 (Late Start Times), the relatively positive student
experience of the current block schedules at the Secondary level necessitated by the pandemic1 and the
need to negotiate a new teacher contract should facilitate the urgency required to identify the optimal
solution to benefit all students.

Background
At the first Board meeting of 2021, the MBMS Bell Schedule Committee proposed a change to the 22
year old Bell Schedule. It is their recommendation that 1 period/subject be eliminated from the
schedule for the upcoming school year beginning in August 2021, resulting in a reduction from 7 periods
per day to 6 periods. Two options were presented: “5 day stacked” and “3 day stacked/2 day block”.
Ostensibly, the main reasons for this change were supposedly the need for increased provision for
“Structured Enrichment & Remediation”; “Advisory Time” and “Increased Overall Instructional Time” as
well as “Teacher Collaboration”. These needs were presented as “Non-Negotiables”.2

Conflict Between the Proposed Bell Schedules and the Mandates of Federal Law, State Authority,
County Guidelines and MBUSD’s Existing Canons
The Every Student Succeeds Act (“ESSA”), a federal law, states that arts, generally, and music,
specifically, are part of a “well-rounded education.”3 Furthermore, “all Americans who share our
concern about the quality of education in general, and of arts education in particular (dance, visual arts,
music, theatre), should understand the value of arts education for every child.”4 If we are to deliver on
the promise of a well-rounded education as promised by ESSA, we need to embrace the following
principles:
■ “First, every student in the nation should have an education in the arts. This means that all
PreK-12 students must have a comprehensive, balanced, sequential, in-school program of
instruction in the arts, taught by qualified teachers, designed to provide students of all ages with
skills and knowledge in the arts in accordance with high national, state, and local standards.”
■ “Second, to ensure a basic education in the arts for all students, the arts should be recognized
as serious, core academic subjects. The arts should not be treated as extracurricular activities,
but as integral core disciplines. In practice, this means that effective arts education requires
sequential curricula, regular time-on-task, qualified teachers, and a fair share of educational
In the most recent School Site Council Survey, Mira Costa students indicated a two thirds majority across all grades in favor of maintaining
some sort of modified block schedule next year.
2
Bell Schedule Presentation to the Board of Trustees dated 1/13/21.
3
Every Student Succeeds Act, signed into law 12/10/2015 - https://www.congress.gov/114/plaws/publ95/PLAW-114publ95.pdf
4
“The Value and Quality of Arts Education” position statement by the National Association for Music Education https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/the-value-and-quality-of-arts-education-position-statement/the-value-and-quality-of-arts-e
ducation/
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resources. Similarly, arts instruction should be carried out with the same academic rigor and high
expectations as instruction in other core subjects.”
■ “Third, as education policy makers make decisions, they should incorporate the multiple
lessons of recent research concerning the value and impact of arts education. The arts have a
unique ability to communicate the ideas and emotions of the human spirit. Connecting us to our
history, our traditions, and our heritage, the arts have a beauty and power unique in our culture.
At the same time, a growing body of research indicates that education in the arts provides
significant cognitive benefits and bolsters academic achievement, beginning at an early age and
continuing through school. (See appendix for supporting examples.)”
■ “Fourth, qualified arts teachers and sequential curriculum must be recognized as the basis and
core for substantive arts education for all students. Teachers who are qualified as arts educators
by virtue of academic study and artistic practice provide the very best arts education possible.
In-school arts programs are designed to reach and teach all students, not merely the interested,
the talented, or those with a particular socioeconomic background. These teachers and curricula
should be supported by local school budgets and tax dollars, nurtured by higher education, and
derive direct professional development benefits from outstanding teachers and trainers in the
organizations we represent. Several national education associations identify the arts as essential
learning in which students must demonstrate achievement. (Breaking Ranks, NASSP, 1996,
Principal magazine, NAESP, March, 1998.)”
■ “Fifth, arts education programs should be grounded in rigorous instruction, provide
meaningful assessment of academic progress and performance, and take their place within a
structure of direct accountability to school officials, parents, and the community. In-school
programs that are fully integrated into state and local curricula afford the best potential for
achieving these ends.”5
Since the time ESSA was passed, arts education has been universally and categorically recognized as an
essential part of every student’s education in every grade level:
■ “The arts are a necessary and required component of each and every California student’s
education towards developing well-rounded, life-long learners who contribute to the prosperity
and quality of life for local and global communities.” (California Arts Framework, May 2020)
■ “Arts education boosts school attendance, academic achievement, and college attendance
rates; improves school climate; and promotes higher self-esteem and social-emotional
development.” (California Arts Standards for Public Schools, January, 2019).
■ “Arts education is an essential part of a comprehensive education for all students, preparing
them for college, career and life. [ ] High quality arts programming across content areas
promotes critical thinking and problem-solving skills, supports overall academic achievement,
“The Value and Quality of Arts Education” position statement by the National Association for Music Education https://nafme.org/about/position-statements/the-value-and-quality-of-arts-education-position-statement/the-value-and-quality-of-arts-e
ducation/
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and nurtures skills that prepare all students to productively contribute to LA County’s vibrant
creative economy.” (Declaration of Rights of All Students to Equity in Arts Learning, April 3,
2018).
■ “A comprehensive, standards-based music education taught by certified and highly effective
music educators leads to the development of these skills, enhancing our schools, our
communities, and our nation. Excluding students from high quality music education programs is
contrary to the intent of public education in our nation - to create pathways toward lifelong
success.” (“Equity and Access in Music Education” National Association for Music Education).
MBUSD itself has defined arts education as core to learning and critical to a well-rounded educational
experience. The District’s own Arts Plan, “reassert[s] its commitment to visual and performing arts by
making the arts an important part of each student’s academic career.” The Plan explicitly states: "The
Board believes that a comprehensive arts education program should be an integral part of the basic
education offered to all students in all grades.”6 (emphasis added). In reaching that conclusion, the
Board enumerated the following “Guiding Principles” about arts education:
■ “The arts teach a common core of knowledge that will help students appreciate and
understand human history, develop higher order thinking skills, express their own creativity, and
develop a lifelong appreciation of the arts.”
■ “The arts reflect and shape cultures, encourage people to exchange diverse views, promote
cultural understanding and build healthy communities. The arts prepare students to confidently
interact in their world with empathy, joy and a sense of fulfillment.”
■ “A complete education, which emphasizes deep understanding of multiple subjects and
disciplines, includes a comprehensive education in the arts.”
■ “Student achievement in non-arts subjects is heightened in schools with high quality arts
education programs, especially in mathematics and reading.”
■ “Students involved in the arts have been found to be motivated to learn more than those not
involved in the arts, and tend to collaborate more with fellow students in a broad range of
learning activities.”
■ “Arts activities encourage students to seek multiple interpretations to questions, rather than
simple right or wrong answers.”7

6
7

MBUSD Arts Plan, approved by the Board on 5/17/07.
MBUSD Arts Plan approved by the Board on 5/17/07.
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It is worth mentioning that the MBUSD Arts Plan, unlike the proposed bell schedules, was developed as
a collaborative effort by all interested stakeholders, including teachers and administrators. With respect
to MBMS in particular, the plan calls for “offering more year-long electives in the arts at MBMS.”8
MBUSD also participates in the LA County Arts Education Collective. In October 2020, the LA County
Board of Supervisors formally adopted the Arts Education Collective’s Blueprint for Arts Education, which
includes the following declarations (among others):
• “Every student has the right to fully develop their creative, artistic and aesthetic potential, as
well as the right to special protection from policies and practices that exclude or preclude certain
students or populations from equitable access to powerful and coherent arts learning.”
• “Every student has the right to be brought up in school and community environments that
value and protect the arts as essential to the full development of each student and that demonstrate
those values/ beliefs in their public policies and practices.”
Consider as well the strong case made in favor of music by the Manhattan Beach Education Foundation
(MBEF) who in the 2019-20 school year funded 48% of the MBUSD budget for music. MBEF recognized
that:
There are countless studies that credit quality music instruction in schools with incredible benefits
that help students flourish. Music impacts critical-thinking, language development and
time-management, ultimately boosting overall academic performance. It builds self-esteem,
fosters collaboration, and offers a means of emotional and creative expression. A 2010
Northwestern University study even suggests that regularly playing an instrument can change the
shape and power of the brain, improving cognitive skills and increasing IQ by an average of seven
points.9  (See this footnote 10 for the full list of articles cited by MBEF)
With respect to music at MBMS specifically, MBEF noted, “In the middle school, students that choose to
continue their music journey have the opportunity to deepen their skills every day over the next three
years with instrumental and choral options being offered as a year-long elective. There are intermediate
and advanced courses, as well as an exploratory wheel course, that directly benefit over 450 students at
Manhattan Beach Middle School.”
MBUSD Arts Plan approved by the Board on 5/17/07.
https://mbef.org/2019/12/10/making-music-in-mbsud-for-over-twenty-five-years/
10
Here is a comprehensive list of benefits of music education and supporting articles, in no particular order:
Significant Predictor of Higher IQ In Early Adulthood <https://www.apa.org/monitor/jun06/iq>
Protective Against Dementia <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25544932>
Improves Emotional Outlook
<http://www.newseveryday.com/articles/5953/20150108/http-www-nzherald-co-nz-lifestyle-news-article-cfm-c-id-6-objectid-11383648.h
tm>
Increases GPA <https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/019263659808259707>
Enhances Social Skills <http://daniellevitin.com/levitinlab/articles/2013-TICS_1180.pdf>
Develops Superior Reading <https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/8755123308322270>
Sharpens Cognitive Function <https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/10/using-music-to-close-the-academic-gap/280362/>
Linked to Great Likelihood of Graduation <https://nafme.org/>
Promotes Motor Task Competency <https://www.pbs.org/parents/thrive/the-benefits-of-music-education>
Flourishes Artistic and Personal Expression <https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0022429412474826>
8
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The whole of these philosophies, guiding principles, and deep valuing of arts education as a core
component of the health, wellbeing, and well-rounded education provided to every student, is reflected
in the MBUSD Board Subcommittee Examining the K-12 Music Program’s Report to the Board of
Trustees (aka the Music Subcommittee Report).11 That Report is before the Board for discussion now,
and among its findings are:
• The MBUSD music program offers a unique and essential environment for students to be among
peers and find community, offering critically important social and emotional benefits as students
progress through adolescence. Of 9th grade music students, 86% said one of their favorite
aspects of the music program was being with friends/making new friends; 74% said being part of
a music community.
• Music education through high school is associated with improved brain development, social
belonging, and emotional wellness, not to mention economies of scale. Ideally, when planning for
MBMS, students (and their parents) would be encouraged to stick with music, and new and
transfer students would be invited to take an introductory music class.
• Music enrollment in secondary is lower than it should be because of the high number of
students at MBMS and Mira Costa who did not attend elementary school in MBUSD. Our
instrumental music program starts in 3rd grade. Unless new/transfer students come from districts
with similarly robust music programs (our research shows this is not usually the case), they are
broadly disenfranchised from participating in the current music program with few or no access
points available for beginners, especially in instrumental music. This has a doubly negative impact
as not only do these newcomers not have access to a fantastic program, they also miss the
opportunity to make friends in music classes, w
 hich tend to be welcoming and inclusive. It would
be beneficial to all students to have introductory instrumental music classes at MBMS and Costa.
These findings, and the Report as a whole, demonstrate that the long term sustainability of the music
program is by no means automatic. Rather, unless very specific and researched-based steps are taken12
the program will reach an extinction point. Any bell schedule that by design both interferes with a
student’s ability to take music and operates to remove elective choice altogether during the middle
school experience (as both of these proposed schedules do) takes us closer to that extinction point. As
such, the proposed schedules are in contravention of the overwhelming weight of these authorities,
which direct the District to do the opposite.
Regarding electives generally, the Report to the Board of Trustees makes a specific Recommendation
concerning bell schedules:
● In regards to secondary bell schedules, carefully consider current and proposed options in relation
to impact on student ability to take VAPA and other electives.13

11

https://mbmusiccoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/Music-Subcommittee-Report-Published-2321.pdf
These steps are set forth in the Recommendations portion of the Music Subcommittee's Report to the Board of Trustees
13
https://mbmusiccoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/Music-Subcommittee-Report-Published-2321.pdf
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As stated above, we believe that efforts to design an appropriate and well-thought out bell schedule
should begin anew, this time involving all necessary stakeholders including a more balanced presence
from parents, students, representatives from the high school, and educators representing core VAPA
disciplines. The public comment submitted by MBMS VAPA faculty concerning the proposed bell
schedules is explicitly noted and incorporated here, as it brought to light this very issue - the need to pay
greater attention to the detrimental effects of the proposed schedule on that most valued and
necessary part of a middle school student’s day.
We are at a loss to see how MBUSD can live up to the canons and values in its own Arts Plan and the
submitted Music Subcommittee Report, abide by its self-expressed Guiding Principles, adhere to the
spirit and intent of ESSA, the California Arts Framework and the Declaration of Rights of All Students to
Equity in Arts Learning, or deliver on California’s Arts Standards for Public Schools if either of these bell
schedules — both of which would have a disastrous effect on arts education — is adopted.
It must be said that while arts education brings undisputed benefits to other disciplines, its value is not
derivative of those disciplines. The arts are, in and of themselves, viable and vibrant professions that
any number of MBUSD students may choose to pursue as their livelihood.14 Creative professions are
thriving in Los Angeles, in particular, and California, in general. In 2019, creative industries accounted for
over 6 hundred billion dollars in economic output, and 2.6 million jobs in California alone.15 Students
who wish to enter those fields deserve the chance to take the classes that will prepare them for it. As
discussed above, if the continuity of arts programs is broken, it will cause irreparable decay at the high
school level, hampering a student’s ability to acquire the skills and understanding they need. It will
further impact their ability to demonstrate their commitment to the discipline on college applications
(which, in turn, would ricochet onto their career path as a whole). Just as we support future engineers,
scientists, and business people, creatively minded students ought to be able to avail themselves of a
similarly purposeful and complete education that prepares them for their chosen profession.
To the extent that the proposed bell schedules operate to drastically impact arts electives, and
therefore can be seen as an abdication of the District’s responsibility to deliver a well-rounded
education for all students — which, by every definition and educational standard, includes arts
education — it bears repeating: The two proposals advanced by the District are not the only options
available to us.

Conclusion
There are real issues that need to be addressed concerning student/teacher load, SEL, teacher
collaboration etc. at the middle school. However, sacrificing electives and reducing access to world
languages are not trivial costs nor acceptable collateral damage. As has been shown, the current
This is also true of Foreign Language. While the Otis Report cited here does not examine foreign language, it is noted that MBUSD
graduates interested in foreign language as a career must demonstrate both proficiency and consistent interest in languages as part of the
application process to colleges and universities offering such majors as International Relations with an Emphasis in Languages.
15
The 2019 Otis Report on Creative Economies.
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proposals would not meet their declared objectives and will likely have a detrimental impact on SEL at
both the middle school and high school, as well as having a negative financial and reputational impact
due to the end result of substantial, potentially even fatal, damage to many of the district’s flagship
programs, especially music.
Unfortunately, the work on the proposed bell schedules, however well-meaning, was primarily done in
isolation, without input from other stakeholders, or coordination with the high school to assure
continuity. Fortunately, examples of innovative schedules that accommodate all priorities — teacher
collaboration time, advisory/tutorial blocks, and electives — abound. The related issues of onerous
student/teacher load and excessive class sizes need to be addressed directly and transparently, rather
than through opaque second order effects of other educational initiatives.
Consequently, we believe that both proposed bell schedules should be rejected, and that the work of
designing a new schedule must begin again. We urge this to take place in a balanced environment,
paying particular attention to the current data and coming realities - both legal and experiential. We
encourage all involved to turn an unerring eye towards the stability and support students will need
when they return to a traditional in person school day, hopefully in the Fall, when the imprint of
Covid-19 and a year’s worth of distance learning and estrangement from the social rhythms of school life
will begin to make themselves known. This makes it even more imperative that we implement a
well-designed, thoughtful and educationally sound bell schedule that meets all needs across the board.
One that enhances the student experience and which offers them MORE not LESS, especially given how
much they have already sacrificed over the past year.
As to whether the District can afford to implement these changes in the current financial environment,
we would say that the District and the Board cannot afford not to. The District lost over 500 previously
enrolled students this year to a variety of public, private and parochial schools in other districts and even
states, including some to homeschooling. Every 10 students that are enticed back to our schools provide
enough state funding to finance an additional FTE/teacher. Getting back just to the District enrollment
levels of 2019-20 generates an extra $5 million annually in state funding over current revenues16
projected by the Administration, not counting the obvious resultant increase in related local funding.
Even a fraction of that incremental enrollment would easily finance the necessary investment in
lowering average class sizes and student/teacher loads, as well as implementing the recommendations
of the Music Subcommittee Report, which would yield further financial, academic and social &
emotional benefits in the years ahead.
Note that if these “lost” students don’t come back this coming year, it’s inevitable that they will never
come back. Eliminating electives almost guarantees that students will stay in their new placements
(where they likely do have elective choice and the student retention apparatus is already established
and perfected) and makes it that much harder for MBUSD to present itself as an appealing option. Once
committed to a private school placement - which typically happens in early March for the following
school year - families are contractually obligated for the full tuition regardless of whether their student
Manhattan Beach Unified School District 2020-21 Budget Workshop - January 20, 2021
https://go.boarddocs.com/ca/mbusd/Board.nsf/files/BXFVA37FBD0D/$file/Budget%20Workshop%20Presentation%2001.20.21.pdf
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continues to attend, meaning there is still an open window, albeit very narrow and rapidly closing. We
have one shot to get this right.
Fortunately, the opportunity still exists to signal successfully to parents that they can confidently return
to the District, by confirming that elective choice will be preserved for the 2020-21 school year.
Following that, the combination of the impact of SB 328 (Late Start Times), the relatively positive
student experience of the current block schedules and the new teacher contract, together with the need
and desire to provide an attractive educational environment to returning and prospective students,
should provide the urgency and motivation required to identify the optimal solution to benefit all
students.
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